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SECTION _ A

"^ Write short answer to the belowten questions in one ortwo sentenceeach.
(l x10=10 Marks)

1. What is a transistor ?

2. Name the passive electronic components.

3. Convert the decimal number (9738)10 irto its equivalent BCD format.

4. Find the 2's complemento{ (10101 1)2,

5. Convert 5C716 to decimal.

6. Wrile the truth table of xoR gate.

7, Define a decoder.

- 8. Detine fan-in of a logic gate.

9. Which is the most popular and most widely used digital lC family ?

10. Which logic gate is a basic comparator ?

SECTION - B

Answer any eight questions not exceeding one paragraph each. Each qugstion
carries a mark of 2. (8x2=16 Marks)

1 1 . Draw the V-l characteristics of a PN-Junction diode

12. Whal is a monostable multivibrator ?

P-T.O,
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13. Convert (40.25)10 to binary and hexadecimal number.

14. State Demorgan's law.

15. Draw the logic diagram of a half adder circuit.

16. Find the 1 's complement and 2's complement of * 18.

'17. Give the excitation table ot T Flip flop.

18. What are the basic operations in Boolean algebra ?

19. What is a K-map ? What are its advantages ?

20. What is the basic ditference between synchronous and asynchronous counters ?

21 . What is a f lipflop ?

22. Which logic family consumes maximum power and the least power ?

SECTION - C

Answer any 6 questions not exceeding 120 words (Short essay). (6x4=24 Marks)

23. Explain how the process of Avalanche breakdown occurs in a PN junction diode.

24. Draw the logic diagram, give the characteristic equation and explain the JK lliptlop.

25. Write notes on demultiplexers and encoders.

26. a) Convert (0100'111 10111.1101)2 to HEX

b) Solve (11101000.11)2- (0110101.10)2 using 2's complement method.

27. Compare combinational and sequential circuits.

28. Minimize the lollowing expression using K-map and realize with NAND gates

l(A, B, C, D) = !m(2,3,6,7,8,9, 10, 11,12, 13, 14, 15)

29. Express the Boolean function F = A + B/C in a sum of minterms.

30. Deline the terms noise margin and power dissipation.

31 . What are the merits and demerits of TTL ?
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SECTION _ D

Answer any two questions not exceeding 4 pages each. (2x15=30 Marks)

32. a) Draw the circuit diagram of a full wave rectif ier and explain its working.

b) How many types of multivibrators are there ? Name them.

33. a) Obtain the minimal SOP and POS expressions for the function

F(A. B. C. D) - L (0. 1.4.5.9. 11. 13. 15).

b) Add the following binary numbers 1010.11 + 110'1.10 + 1001.11 + 1111.11.

c) Subtract (10001 .O 1)2 - (1 1 1 1 .11)2 using 1's complement arithmetic.

d) Write the truth table of NOR gate and draw the logic symbol.

34. a) Design a 4 bit magnitude comparator.

b) Draw the logic diagram of a I x 4 DMUX and explain its working.

35. a) Design a mod-10 counter using JK flipllops.

b) Multiply (1 101)2 x (101)2.
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